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Net result in USD; operating margin

Earnings

October-December 2018

Air China:   $83m; 3%
China Eastern:  -$289m; -10%
China Sountern:  -$203m; -5%
Cebu Pacific:   $21m; 15%
Aegean:   -$15m; -8%

Net result excluding special items  
 
(op. margin figures all ex special items)  
 
 

PUSHING BACK: INSIDE THIS ISSUE

VERBULENCE

“There’s a lot more to AirAsia than just the airline” 

—AirAsia founder and CEO Tony Fernandes

The new quarter has arrived. But not before the old quarter end-
ed with a blizzard of activity. Could last week have been any more 
eventful?

There was a merger deal, for starters, as Cathay Pacific agreed to 
buy its low-cost rival HK Express. There were earnings warnings 
from North America (Southwest), Europe (TUI) and Australasia (Air 
New Zealand). There was even a high-profile airline shutdown, as 
the life of Iceland’s Wow Air came to an end. 

Will that be the end of airline failures? Surely not, as an epidemic 
of airline distress cases sweeps through the industry. Jet Airways 
still clings to life but just barely. Avianca Brasil will soon be gone. 
Korea’s Asiana can’t get its accounting straight, raising questions 
about its financial health. Lord knows what will happen to Alitalia, 
Norwegian, Interjet, Malaysia Airlines, Hong Kong Airlines and Hain-
an Airlines. All are either shrinking or slowing their growth. 

Not AirAsia. It’s not only growing capacity but also a portfolio of 
auxiliary businesses that its founder thinks can profit from the 
airline’s wealth of passenger data. It’s the most ambitious of several 
airlines that wants to become the “Amazon of travel.”

Near the Amazon river, Gol is adding new routes as it takes advan-
tage of lower jet fuel taxes. And along the Pearl, Yellow and Yangtze 
rivers, China’s Big Three reported still-solid travel demand even as 
the Chinese economy slows. The competitive intensity of the Chi-
nese airline market, however, won’t slow. It will accelerate as Bei-
jing’s new airport eliminates a situation of constrained supply that 
greatly benefits Air China. The Chinese economic slowdown, by the 
way, if not yet significantly affecting air travel demand, is already 
hurting economies that export things like cars and machinery to 
China. Here’s looking at you, Germany. 
 
Investigators and regulators are still looking at the Boeing B737-
MAX to determine what exactly happened, and to make sure it 
never happens again. Boeing, for its part, is working toward a fix, 
and toward getting the planes back in the air. ◄
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WEEKLY SKIES
CHINA’S MIRACLE  
ECONOMY?
The signs are clear. China’s miracle economy—which 
grew so rapidly for so long—is now at best growing 
moderately and by some indications even shrinking. 
The trend is evident in auto sales, retail sales, real es-
tate transactions, industrial production, exports, job 
markets, and so on. But what about air travel? The 
trend here is still robust. IATA figures show domestic 
Chinese traffic, measured by RPKs, up a bullish 12% 
in 2018, on 12% more ASK capacity. That wasn’t all 
good news for airlines, whose higher traffic volumes 
often came at the expense of falling yields. But the 
country’s Big Three nevertheless earned a decent 
5% operating margin collectively in 2018, down just 
a point from 2017. That’s despite the slowing econo-
my, a sharp rise in fuel costs, and a weaker Chinese 
yuan, and also despite intense yield competition as 
all three carriers grew ASKs between 10% and 12%. As 
usual, Air China stood out among the Big Three as 
the most successful. 

It managed a positive operating margin (3%) in even 
the fourth quarter, the worst quarter seasonally for 
China’s carriers (Q3 tends to be strongest thanks to 
summertime leisure travel, followed by Q1 thanks 
to Chinese New Year travel). Air China’s Q4 reve-
nues grew 15% y/y on 8% more ASK capacity, aided 
by yield resilience in Beijing, where severe airport 
congestion limits competition. That will change later 
this year however, when the city opens a new air-
port that rivals China Eastern and China Southern 
plan to use as a hub. What’s more, Chengdu, where 
Air China also has a hub, will open a new airport of 

its own next year. As for operating costs, Air China 
posted a 13% increase last quarter, mostly due to 
fuel costs, which for the year rose 35%. It’s not there 
yet, but Air China is striving to become a preferred 
carrier among global business travelers, in the same 
league as its close partner Cathay Pacific. Speaking 
of Cathay, its return to profitability last year gave a 
boost to Air China’s earnings, given the latter’s 30% 
ownership stake. The two also operate a joint ven-
ture, sharing revenues on key routes between Hong 
Kong and the mainland. Beijing is by far Air China’s 
largest and most important hub. But as it braces for 
new competition there, it’s also building its other 
three hubs in Chengdu, Shanghai, and Shenzhen. 

The latter is home to subsidiary Shenzen Airlines, a 
200-plus plane carrier whose full-year 2018 net profit 
margin fell to just 3% from 7% a year earlier, most-
ly due to heightened competition and pricier fuel. 
Competition could of course ease, even in Beijing, if 
China’s fourth largest carrier—Hainan Airlines—suc-
cumbs to its parent’s debt crisis and shrinks sub-
stantially. That’s far from a certain outcome though, 
as the HNA Group appears to have some govern-
ment support. Also far from certain is whether the 
government’s latest stimulus efforts can revive the 
slowing economy—it’s trying to do so while simul-
taneously fighting a trade war with America and 
undertaking reform of its inefficient financial sector. 
One government policy that’s helping airlines is the 
Belt and Road initiative, which is boosting overseas 
travel demand through investments in foreign coun-
tries. Back at the micro level, Air China is focused 
on growing longhaul premium revenues (up 16% 
last year) and ancillary revenues (especially from 
paid seat upgrades). Unlike China Eastern, it’s not 
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LANDING STRIP
Airport Developments

New Battle, Same Fight: Airlines, Air-
ports Squabble Over PFCs

 ► Airlines and airports faced off in a hearing last 
week in the U.S. House of Representatives over 
passenger facility charges (PFCs), a levy on air-
line tickets that helps airports fund capital im-
provement projects. PFCs are currently capped 
at $4.50 per flight segment, but airports have 
long pushed for this to be raised to $8.50 per 
segment, arguing that the cap was last ad-
justed 20 years ago and airports in the U.S. will 
need $128 billion in capital investment by 2023. 
Airlines say airport fees—and therefore, reve-
nues—are rising to record levels, obviating a 
need to hike PFCs, and raising the PFC would 
be a punitive tax on air travel, an industry they 
argue is already suffering a heavy tax burden. 
Spirit CEO Ted Christie testified that low-fare 
leisure passengers, in particular, will be most 
affected by rising travel costs, and “those air-
ports won’t be quite so full anymore.” 

Dubai Aims For Stopovers

 ► Just 8% of the 89m passengers who traveled 
through Dubai last year actually left the air-
port, and 63% transited through the airport, 
according to Arabian Travel Market data. The 
emirate is hoping for 20m annual visitors by 
2020, and an additional 5m during Expo 2020 
next year. In order to encourage more tourists 
to leave the airport and visit Dubai, the gov-
ernment is introducing stopover visas good 
for 48-96 hours and new tourism packages. 
The Middle East as a whole is expected to have 
501m passengers transiting through its air-
ports by 2037, or 290m more than today, IATA 
data show. Airports in the area have $50b in 
improvement projects underway, including the 
new Al Maktoum airport in Dubai, expansions 
of the existing Dubai International Airport and 
Abu Dhabi International Airport, and Sharjah 
Airport, along with several airport projects in 
Saudi Arabia. 

y/y 
4%
5%

10%
85%
21%

5%
8%
6%

43%
(2%)

Airport
United States
Germany
Japan
U.K.
Italy
France
Thailand
Canada
Singapore
Spain

Q2 seats
1,893,229,602

786,613,178
571,318,011
534,580,291
499,453,361
476,415,600
443,144,557
427,030,682
322,701,263
301,778,805

Air China

Airport
United States
Australia
Japan
Canada
France
Thailand
Russian Federation
Singapore
United Kingdom
Indonesia

Q2 seats
1,349,284,098

556,521,589
547,385,081
440,269,674
378,461,252
345,729,704
286,808,134
277,088,234
216,428,134
191,884,628

y/y 
0%

20%
8%
0%
0%
8%

24%
14%
33%
-3%

China Eastern

Airport
United States
Australia
Canada
United Kingdom
Belgium
Russian Federation
Israel
France
Japan
Thailand

Q2 seats
1,116,516,539

310,992,492
310,478,404
287,607,147
186,918,329
185,448,498
149,919,971
146,944,725
135,199,294
104,240,104

y/y 
13.7%
(7.0%)

5.9%
35.2%
(0.0%)
37.3%
23.3%

202.9%
68.1%

(21.9%)

Hainan Airlines

Airport
United States
Australia
Canada
Thailand
Japan
Netherlands
Indonesia
Malaysia
New Zealand
Vietnam

Q2 seats
1,281,500,758

901,624,580
513,930,115
502,901,479
426,154,620
337,234,911
294,774,678
293,761,802
265,614,399
254,375,966

y/y 
3%
4%

26%
(13%)

29%
3%

23%
8%

21%
18%

China Southern

Chinese Airlines: Top Foreign 
Country Markets ranked by Q2 
seats scheudled 
(source: Diio Mi)

Note the importance of the North American 
market to all four carriers 
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ROUTES AND
NETWORKS

WHO’S FLYING WHERE

 ► See ya’ in Korea. As it looks to stimulate tourism 
demand in a slowing environment, Air New Zea-
land will try its luck flying to Seoul from Auck-
land later this year (November). It’s hoping to 
attract demand in both directions, from Koreans 
and New Zealanders. South Korea, in fact, is New 
Zealand’s third largest source of inbound tourist 
demand. In addition, about 40,000 Koreans are 
living in New Zealand. ANZ also said 48% of Ko-
reans coming to New Zealand currently arrive on 
rival carriers’ nonstops. Separately, it said discus-
sions are underway on working with Star Alliance 
partner Asiana to make the new route a success. 

 ► Airlines with B737-MAXs are scrambling to find 
replacement planes. In some cases, they’re can-
celling flights and frequencies. In a few cases, 
they’re cancelling entire routes. One example is 
Icelandair, which will leave the Cleveland market 
as it adjusts its schedules. Another is Gol, which 
has a particularly high regard for its MAXs, in part 
because their fuel efficiency is all the more valu-
able in a Brazilian market with extremely high 
fuel taxes. It also loves the MAX’s range, which 
enables it to fly routes like Fortaleza to Miami 
and Orlando. Alas, these routes, too, are suspend-
ed for now. 

 ► It doesn’t have any MAXs. But Gol’s South Amer-
ican rival Avianca is dropping routes for other 
reasons. Bogotá flights to Boston and Chicago 
will soon be history. The reason: Avianca is re-
structuring its network as it phases out E190s, 
part of a broader restructuring plan that em-
phasizes profits, not growth. The axes are falling 
particularly hard on Central American routes, 
with Guatemala City losing nonstops to New 
York, Chicago and Orlando. San Salvador is losing 
its Boston route and Cartagena—a Colombian 
coastal city—is losing its New York route. Earlier 
Avianca announced a significant cut to its Peru-
vian network. 

 ► And Avianca Brasil? The bankrupt carrier, a sep-
arate company from Avianca, continues to whit-
tle down its route network as planes are repos-
sessed by lessors. Creditors (including big lessors 
like GECAS and Aircastle) are soon expected to 
vote on the airline’s restructuring plan, which en-
visions creating a new debt-free company that 
will be auctioned off. Azul already has a proposal 
to buy the new company and has in the mean-
time lent Avianca Brasil money to keep it alive. 
Azul can use its rival’s planes and certainly wants 
its airport slots. But will anyone else make a bid? 
All eyes are on LATAM.

 ► Gol seems more interested in expanding organ-
ically for now. Not that it’s merger shy—the LCC 
purchased both Varig and Webjet in years past. 
But it’s busy now adding new regional destina-
tions, the latest being Cascavel, Passo Fundo, 
Vitória da Conquista, Sinop, Franca and Barretos. 
Gol says it’s growing in these places in response 
to a cut in jet fuel taxes. 

 ► It’s known for Asia. But Finnair flies to North 
America too, and last week amplified its pres-
ence there with the launch of new nonstop Hel-
sinki-Los Angeles flights. They’re operating three 
times weekly with the airline’s state-of-the-art 
A350-900s, complementing four-times weekly 
service to San Francisco. California—both north 
and south—happens to have one of America’s 
hottest economies right now, thanks in large 
part to the booming technology sector. The new 
flights, to be clear, won’t attract any Angelenos 
connecting to Asia—there are more convenient 
ways to get to places like China and Japan. But 
Finnair is marketing convenient connections 
from L.A. to points throughout Scandinavia and 
northern Germany, as well as Russia and the 
Baltic states. The carrier’s three other U.S. desti-
nations outside of California are New York, Miami 
and Chicago. 

 ► American won’t like this: Frontier is launching 
new nonstops from Charlotte, N.C., an American 
mega-hub, to Las Vegas. It comes on the heels 
of Spirit‘s recent declaration of war on the Char-
lotte market, which it’s entering in June. The Las 
Vegas route won’t be the first for Frontier from 
Charlotte. It also connects North Carolina’s  
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U.S. AIRLINE CAPACITY TRENDS
Top 10 airports for each U.S. carrier based on seats scheduled for 
second quarter 2019. (Source: Diio Mi)

y/y 
12%

5%
5%
0%
1%

-1%
2%
3%
4%

-5%
5%

Airport
Dallas DFW
Charlotte CLT
Chicago ORD
Miami MIA
Philadelphia PHL
Phoenix PHX
Los Angeles LAX
Washington DCA
New York LGA
New York JFK
Total

Q2 seats
9,618,525
6,781,481
4,604,062
4,323,067
3,627,919
3,082,260
2,530,922
1,921,050
1,385,926
1,065,037

68,218,997

American
Airport
Atlanta ATL
Detroit DTW
Minneapolis MSP
New York JFK
Salt Lake SLC
New York LGA
Los Angeles LAX
Seattle SEA
Boston BOS
Orlando MCO
Total

Q2 seats
12,785,754

4,166,846
4,102,057
2,808,123
2,739,567
2,168,838
2,124,237
1,870,410
1,283,555

930,996
62,677,341

y/y 
3%
4%
1%
6%
7%
5%
2%

10%
15%
-1%
4%

Delta
Airport
Chicago ORD
Houston IAH
Newark EWR
Denver DEN
San Francisco SFO
Washington IAD
Los Angeles LAX
Las Vegas LAS
Orlando MCO
Boston BOS
Total

Q2 seats
5,785,105
5,226,789
4,694,409
4,494,750
3,977,310
2,499,378
1,874,918

606,954
593,076
593,001

51,297,658

y/y 
4%
5%
1%

13%
3%
8%

-3%
0%
4%

-3%
5%

United

Airport
Chicago MDW
Baltimore BWI
Las Vegas LAS
Denver DEN
Dallas DAL
Phoenix PHX
Houston HOU
Orlando MCO
Los Angeles LAX
Atlanta ATL
Total

Q2 seats
3,268,417
2,976,526
2,930,321
2,855,164
2,566,766
2,452,785
2,271,500
1,709,568
1,670,172
1,664,199

55,534,280

y/y 
-2%
-1%
2%
4%
8%
2%
5%

-3%
0%
2%
3%

Southwest
Airport
Seattle SEA
Portland PDX
San Francisco SFO
Los Angeles LAX
Anchorage ANC
San Diego SAN
San Jose SJC
Las Vegas LAS
Orange County SNA
New York JFK
Total

Q2 seats
3,726,096
1,301,295
1,028,526
1,000,707

613,431
572,431
479,447
307,006
260,956
222,632

14,725,314

y/y 
1%

-4%
-12%

-8%
2%
7%

21%
-7%
10%
12%
-1%

Alaska
Airport
New York JFK
Boston BOS
Fort Lauderdale FLL
Orlando MCO
San Juan SJU
Newark EWR
Long Beach LGB
West Palm Beach PBI
Washington DCA
Los Angeles LAX-
Total

Q2 seats
2,204,384
1,864,823
1,296,879

858,710
463,508
323,560
297,666
296,986
275,800
274,824

13,167,622

y/y 
4%
5%
2%
1%

10%
-6%

-37%
5%
1%
9%
1%

JetBlue

Airport
Honolulu HNL
Maui OGG
Lihue LIH
Kona KOA
Hilo ITO
Los Angeles LAX
Las Vegas LAS
Oakland OAK
Tokyo HND
Seattle SEA
Total

Q2 seats
1,551,476

576,609
307,166
302,985
198,016
135,590

68,388
51,597
50,596
50,596

3,775,854

y/y 
-2%
0%

-4%
-9%
2%

-10%
5%

13%
0%

-1%
-1%

Hawaiian
Airport
Fort Lauderdale FLL
Orlando MCO
Las Vegas LAS
Detroit DTW
Chicago ORD
Baltimore BWI
Dallas DFW
Atlanta ATL
Houston IAH
Los Angeles LAX
Total

Q2 seats
1,251,983

889,689
798,046
562,409
528,131
492,213
479,801
427,621
408,341
398,478

10,752,539

y/y 
12%
46%
24%
10%
-1%
20%
-3%
20%

6%
-3%

19%

Spirit
Airport
Denver DEN
Orlando MCO
Las Vegas LAS
Philadelphia PHL
Cleveland CLE
Chicago ORD
Atlanta ATL
Raleigh-Durham RDU
Tampa TPA
Trenton TTN
Total

Q2 seats
1,214,830

642,630
380,570
287,640
190,850
184,280
173,280
172,620
161,330
136,260

6,471,140

y/y 
14%
40%
21%
-3%
20%

9%
0%

44%
45%

8%
10%

Frontier 

Airport
Orlando SFB
Las Vegas LAS
St. Petersburg PIE
Mesa AZA
Punta Gorda PGD
Cincinnati CVG
Fort Lauderdale FLL
Destin VPS
Asheville AVL
Indianapolis IND
Total

Q2 seats
505,317
369,417
365,355
253,866
248,994
176,313
159,714
117,132
110,739

89,802
4,950,288

y/y 
17%

3%
8%

20%
6%

-5%
18%
64%
84%
-2%

14%

Allegiant
Airport
Minneapolis MSP
Las Vegas LAS
Dallas DFW
Los Angeles LAX
Portland PDX
San Francisco SFO
Orlando MCO
Cancun CUN
Nashville BNA
Ft. Myers RSW
Total

Q2 seats
423,486

77,484
50,142
47,415
42,822
39,381
34,176
29,646
28,650
27,924

1,082,019

y/y 
27%
95%
38%
41%

258%
44%
33%

-21%
n/a

36%
43%

Sun Country
Airport
Atlanta ATL
Los Angeles LAX
Chicago ORD
Dallas DFW
Denver DEN
New York JFK
San Francisco SFO
Seattle SEA
Las Vegas LAS
Charlotte CLT
Total 
(all U.S. airports)

Q2 seats
16,367,597
13,249,667
13,122,000
11,325,178
10,163,371

9,882,920
8,862,393
7,740,986
7,647,216
7,499,160

297,310,994

y/y 
3%

-1%
5%

10%
9%
3%
0%
3%
4%
5%
5%

All Airlines
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THE GREAT PLAGUE
An outbreak of airlines in critical 
condition, and other major developments 
from an eventful first quarter 

It was an eventful first quarter, with good news, bad 
news, and even tragic news for the world’s airlines. 
The tragedy, of course, was the crash of Ethiopi-
an Airlines Flight 302 last month, which killed 157 
people and raised questions about the safety of 
Boeing’s 737-MAX jets. On the economic front, the 
picture was mixed, with financial markets rebound-
ing from a fourth-quarter scare, but with the risk 
of a global recession rising. Also rising: oil prices, 
which increased by roughly 30% during the quarter, 
from $46 a barrel at the start of the year to about 
$60 now. A state of what Skift calls “permanxiety” 
certainly didn’t ease, with additional traveler skittish-
ness caused by trade tensions, Brexit woes, gov-
ernment shutdowns and hostilities between India 
and Pakistan. What else transpired from January to 
March? Here’s a look at some key moments, mile-
stones, trends, and developments:

 ► There’s an epidemic of airlines on death 
watch: Two years ago, Air Berlin and Mon-
arch—both rather large airlines—disappeared. 
Last year, however, airline disappearances were 
limited to carriers of mostly negligible size; the 
most consequential collapse was that of the 
smallish Scandinavian LCC Primera. This year, 
though, augurs mass causalities—or at least ma-
jor downsizing—among big players. Two small-
ish carriers, Germania and Flybmi, are already 
gone. So is the more influential Wow Air, which 
stopped flying last week. Another, Flybe, avoided 
the same fate only by selling itself at a distressed 
price to a group led by Virgin Atlantic. Avianca 
Brasil is now bankrupt and greatly downsized, 
its assets perhaps before long absorbed by Azul. 
Jet Airways appears to have staying power 
thanks only to efforts by India’s government to 
save it. But it too spent the first quarter paring its 
schedules as lessors took back large chunks of its 
fleet. Alitalia, with more lives than a cat, might 
need yet another government lifeline following 
easyJet’s loss of interest in joining its turnaround 
effort. Norwegian was saved not by any govern-
ments but by the willingness of its founders, plus 

Norway’s wealthiest person, to inject more money 
(IAG lost interest and sold its Norwegian shares). 
Elsewhere in Europe, struggling Thomas Cook 
wants to rid itself of the airlines it owns, setting up 
a possible absorption by Lufthansa. With Wow 
gone, Icelandair can breathe a little easier, but re-
lief did not come before a rough Q1 in which bond-
holders were breathing down its neck. In Mexico, 
Interjet was the only major publicly-traded carrier 
in the Americas that posted a Q4 operating loss, 
highlighting severe distress that’s now manifest-
ing itself in labor strife. 

 ► Asia was not immune to the airline black plague. 
Hong Kong Airlines (HKA) was on death watch 
much of the quarter as it dismantled parts of its 
longhaul network. Its sister airline HK Express just 
struck a deal to sell itself to Cathay Pacific. And 
the leading shareholder of both HKA and HK Ex-
press, mainland China’s HNA Group, is itself a dis-
tress case, casting gloom over its large empire of 
mainland carriers led by Hainan Airlines. Losses at 
Malaysia Airlines, meanwhile, has its government 
chattering about perhaps closing it down.  

 ► U.S. carriers signal new worries about demand: 
Soon, America’s airlines will start reporting their Q1 
results, providing a clearer picture of how demand 
trends are evolving. It’s already clear however, that 
the steel-like revenue strength of quarters past 
is starting to soften. Business demand, it seems, 
isn’t much of a problem. But Southwest’s bear-
ish assessment of leisure demand last week (see 
SkyMoney) shows all is not well. The partial federal 
government shutdown earlier this year certainly 
didn’t help. Last month, JetBlue and Alaska both 
lowered their Q1 unit revenue forecast, nervously 
citing weaker business travel trends in transcon 
markets. JetBlue added a more broadly glum 
assessment of overall demand trends, especial-
ly during offpeak periods. United in the quarter 
spoke of some developing weakness in non-pre-
mium transatlantic bookings. American issued 
a revenue warning in January. Delta mentioned 
“choppy” behavior in leisure bookings. Hawaiian’s 
multi-year revenue paradise is coming to an end 
as Southwest enters its home market. 

 ► The Gulf carrier reckoning continues: Etihad’s 
$1.3b mega-loss for 2018 was another reminder 
that Gulf carriers, even when they seemingly ruled 
the world, always relied on government support. 

FEATURE STORY
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AROUND THE WORLD
A Look at the World’s Airlines, Including End-of-Week Equity Prices

Some stocks traded on multiple exchanges; not intended for trading purposes.

American

Delta

United

Southwest

Alaska

JetBlue

Hawaiian

Spirit

Frontier 

Allegiant 

SkyWest

Air Canada

WestJet

Aeroméxico 

Volaris 

LATAM

Gol

Azul

Copa

Avianca

Emirates

Air Arabia 

Turkish Airlines

Kenya Airways

South African Air.

Ethiopian Airlines

Jet Airways

IndiGo

3.9%

3.8%

0.2%

5.3%

3.5%

2.7%

7.2%

-0.4%

6.0%

5.2%

1.9%

1.7%

0.3%

0.1%

-1.5%

-5.7%

-3.5%

2.1%

0.6%

3.1%

-4.2%

-2.2%

19.3%

0.1%

Change 
from last 

week
Airline

Change 
from last 

year

-38.9%

-5.8%

14.8%

-9.4%

-9.4%

-19.5%

-32.2%

39.9%

-25.0%

-0.2%

20.3%

-18.0%

-30.0%

12.6%

-22.9%

18.8%

-0.3%

-37.3%

-46.2%

-17.5%

-33.4%

-54.7%

-55.8%

10.7%

Comment

All Venezuela service now suspended indefinitely as country descends into economic chaos

First to announce date for its Q1 earnings release: will report April 10

Says it has the most downloaded mobile app in the airline industry 

As of 3/13: 41 remaining MAX deliveries for in 2019, 221 total firm orders, 115 options

United now flying from Seattle’s Paine Field, with service to Denver and San Francisco 

New seats, produced by Collins Meridian, will have a width of more than 18 inches 

Stock trading around its 52-week lows amid concern about supply (Southwest) and demand

Will present at a Raymond James investor conference Friday 

Reports of softening industry leisure demand could weigh on low-cost carriers 

Punta Gorda, Sarasota, Orlando Sanford, St. Petersburg airports all in 2-hour drive of Sunseeker 

ExpressJet looking all the way to Australia to recruit new pilots 

Norwegian last week launched new Dublin flights to Hamilton near Toronto with B737-800s

Says it could protect 86% of passengers booked on MAX flights through the first quarter  

VivaAerobus says it’s willing to fly from Sant Lucia airport near Mexico City 

Betting big on Cancún; adding lots of new capacity from both Mexican and U.S. cities 

One of Avianca Brasil’s creditors in bankruptcy; carrier owes for maintenance work

Bolsonaro gov’s top economic priority is pension reform; faces congressional resistance 

Abandons idea of joint venture with Brazilian post office for cargo business

Increasing frequencies to Cuba’s capital Havana from its Panama hub 

As it downsizes in Peru and Central America, Colombia market assumes greater importance  

Saudi Gulf airlines intends to cancel its A220 order (Bloomberg)

U.A.E. economy grew less than 2% in 2018 even as oil prices rose  

New flights to Port Harcourt in Nigeria, an oil market, will begin in June

LCC Fastjet, still hanging on by a thread, secures a bit of new capital

Nigeria still hoping to launch a new national carrier after several false starts 

For India’s fiscal year to date (April to January), Indian airport traffic up 16% y/y (AAI)

Perennially troubled Pakistan International signs new distribution deal with Travelport

Fate of Jet Airways will influence its intercontinental plans; slots could become available
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